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Today, India has been making remarkable and fast progress in the education sector since
independence. Country has been well-known around the world for producing the high-quality and
best talent in the fields of engineering, medical, astronomy, economics, physics and many more.
And the credit goes to the largest educational system that India has which includes 43 central
universities, 285 state universities, 129 deemed universities, 106 private universities with other
16000 colleges functioning in different parts of the country. Lakh of students enrolled with these
colleges are getting higher educations.

Deemed university is a honour or prestige granted to high performing educational institutions and
colleges affiliated to different educational body in India. An institution to be recommended Deemed,
is granted by Department of Higher Education and Ministry of HRD, on the suggestion of the
University Grants Commission of India, under the UGC Act of 1956. Being a Deemed university, an
educational institution is liable to design their own academic syllabus, courses and research work.
They also have the right to set its own guidelines regarding admission procedures and fees
structure. The entire educational system is monitored by UGC allowing some to even grant degrees
on this own name on the basis of the college performance.

When a college gets is honoured by  deemed status, it can able to set its own educational
curriculum, prices, and types of study without reference to the department or universities with which
it has share affiliation. The major advantage of studying in a deemed university is that one can able
to get complete education whether it is graduation or post-graduation or in any of the subject he/she
likes. As per the UGC norms some qualifications supposedly met by a college to be deemed is that
it has existed for at least 10 years, has a commitment to research and innovation, and that it is
financially sound. If these institutions continue to perform well, they eventually get the status of a full-
 fledged university by University Grant Commission.

But some years ago the department of higher education in India heard peopleâ€™s worries and
complaints about the poor educational standards of some of the deemed universities as they werenâ€™t
pursuing old academic standards. On January 2010, Ministry of HRD, India has de-recognized as
many as 44 Deemed University due to mismanagement found in their educational structure. The
review committee found unacceptable management architecture and families rather than
professional academics controlled the functioning of these institutions. Most of the offering post-
graduate and undergraduate courses even failing to maintain their high standard of academic
excellence. In spite of UGC guidelines, colleges are fragmented with concocted nomenclatures and
seats disproportionately increased beyond the actual intake capacity.

Hence, always choose the UGC recognized universities for good and higher education and thus it is
advisable that one should do a proper research on Internet before joining any institution. Always join
an institute that believes in quality learning and it can provide you the gateway to a great career.
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universities fake universities in India, their accredation details and a titleprivate universities private
universities that are trusted and approved by education ministry of India.
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